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Highlights of the day:

I got out of bed at 5am. No need to spoil all the day - LOL

Today the weather was absolutely awesome. Clear skies and 22 degrees centigrade, 
though quite windy.

Every morning I write the daily bulletin and so I also did this morning.

At this point I'm the only guest in the house, so no line to the bathroom 🚽😅😅😅
😅

I had planned to take my first walking tour to Howard Beach /Hamilton Beach. A 
nice short tour as I had to be in the city at 12pm to make my tattoo appointment.

I had my usual breakfast and headed for the train at 8am.

Took the A to Howard Beach where the tour started.

All cameras were up and running, I checked Google maps and went the wrong way 
😂😂😂😂😂😂😂

To be fair I did not thinkthat the correct way started with a tiny pedestrian path.

I got back on track and walked along the train tracks to Hamilton Beach.

A real beach it's not - LOL, but a nice place to reflect and relax with air planes flying 
✈ over your head. Great as I love fly spotting.

It was quite windy and I lost my windscreen for my external microphone 🎤 - 😂 
😂

Walked back towards the station and walked over a small pedestrian bridge at some 
point. Great views of Howard Beach.

After the tour, I headed back to the city and made my tattoo appointment to Friday 
31.may. Good that it's the same artist as last year.

Went over to 8th Avenue where I usually buy T-shirts, but the shop had closed 
down, damn!

In the evening, I had bought a Tour to a jazz 🎺 club, so headed back home to relax 
and change clothes.

The tour was purchased through Airbnb and took place at Gin-Fizz club in Central 
Harlem right next to the 3 station and next to the famous Red Rooster and Sylvia 
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restaurants.

I arrived in good time and got a great seat.

We were a party of approx 40 from all over the world.

I got acquainted with the club owner and his wife. Great people from Coney Island.

An elderly black woman had noticed my Brooklyn T-shirt and said that I couldn't 
leave the venue without giving her the shirt 😂😂👕👕😂😂😂

She turned out to be a rather famous jazz promotor, (roberta Alloway) who brought 
jazz back to Harlem in the 90'ies.

Her daughter was very talented and sang in the jazz band.

After the performance that lasted 3 hours, roberta asked for my phone number 😂
😂😂😂😂😂

First time a black woman asks for my number-Lol

After a long and memorable evening I went home to bed.

Roberta Alloway, May 24 2019


